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Howell, f.J. 07731 

Dear Emory, 

This in really fortxebut I'e not able to search the files to get his 
address and I would like you to know anyway. Would you please renail it to hin? I 
had another venous thrombosis a year ago and I'm rather li:I...tea in what I can do. 
I cannot stand still and search files. 

Deer Ed, 

nits Plusgrove phoned me yesterday because she had been troubled by what you 
sent her, a rather long letter frog Fred Newcomb of about 1974. ss I understood 
hers and remember Fred's earlier misuse aad misreereeentatioe when he was cozy with 
Dave Lifton and doing his dirtywork, it alleges that I was trying to frame Kerry 
ilhornley and was representieg myself as on Garrison's staff. I recall the matter 
fairly well and I recall also the nasty stuff that iefemous combination hoked up, 
just plain evil. I suggest that your use of it is irresponsible, immature and its 
own S.nd of evil. Did it never occur to you to ask any questions? Did-it ever occur 
to you to ask yourself if on the face it appears to be reasonable? Did you ask your-
self does this mal-Le sense? Do you for a minute think that if I had been up to any-
thing at all questionable -I'S have left such a record, gone to 'red by mail? Snd 
why would I ask anything of Fred when s was at Garrison's office and, for example, 
have had his photographers do some of whatI asked of Fred? 

of 

when I was workingin L'ew Orleans lay is 	was not Clay ShLai, it was Oswald. 
I never investiated Shaw and I have virtually no interst in him. Ie tSle course of 
eoee checking on Oswald I used about WO pictures of various people, frock all around 
the country. At about the time I wrote Fred I'd just isterviewed two soople whose 
names I do not give-you based on thin demonstration of the mieuea of whSch you are 
eatable. They were ::incases to something Oswald wan said to have beca involved in. 
But they identified not Oswald pictures but several different pictures of Thornley. 
The 'Aspic thing I was trye.  to do wqn to see if alteration of pictures to conform 
with what these people aid confirmed or disputee the eu i nos recall it, one of 
the Thornley pictures showed him with a beard and he parted Iris hair on the other 
side from Oswald. Meter all these ye re I can't be absoletely sure of such details. 

I did not have a typewriter with me, my handwriting is illedble, eh I  asked 
Louis Ivon if one of the girls in the typing pool could type this brief letter for me. 
I dictated it and to the best of myrecollection, she mailed it for me. I do not 
recall seeing it before it was nailed but my recollection could be flawed. I had no 
idea that she would use a letterhead instead of a piece of white paper but she did. 
That, howeiler, does not even suggest that I wan ropresenting myself as beiss on 
Garrison's staff and what would have been the point of so doing to Newcomb who knew 
better in

n 
 any event? 

I dllnow what else, if reeething, Fred said. If I'd thought of it I'd have 
asked Aite to send me a copy, not because I care but for archival eurposee — to 
have another illuetratioe of the absolute nuttiness,; dishonesty and irresponsibility 
that has been so hurtful La this work to those who try to be responsible. 

Now what besides some new evil could you have expected to come of what you did? 

As you know, I've been ill for some tine, I'm less well know, and I'll not waste 
any me time in am' correspondence about this. I write merely to tell you that you 
should be ashamed. 

il.rold Weisberg 


